
The Girl Come Back Is Super Chapter 7-How did you provoke the people in the Lambert family?

But she’s not as pretty as Nikita.

Even though Zoey was biased towards Yvonne, who spent much time with her, she still had to admit that the
true blood of

the Swift family is different.

There’s no use of looking like a Swift.

Although she was the blood of Mr and Mrs. Swift, Miss Yvonne grew up in their house after all, and her deep
feelings

with the Swift family were denitely deeper than Nikita’s.

Besides, Miss Yvonne was clever, obedient, clever and versatile since childhood.

Mr and Mrs. Swift like her very much, although she’s not their blood.

And this miss Nikita…

Her unlovable temper doomed her life in their house to be dicult.

Nikita closed the door and put her huge suitcase gently on the ground.

The suitcase was very big, but there were few things in it. Two sets of clothes, an ordinary notebook
computer and

several books from different countries, and there was also a big picture frame, two pictures and a set of
drawing tools.

She sat cross–legged on the ground and took out one of the ink paintings.

It was a landscape ink painting only in black and white. With two lines at the bottom of the painting and a
name printed

with a red seal.

The other painting is an oil painting of a gure, and the bottom of the painting also had the name printed on
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seal.

Look carefully, the names of the two paintings were the same.

At that time, the two paintings auctioned at a high price were casually stuffed into the wardrobe with clothes
by

Nikita.

She put several foreign novels on the bedside, each with bookmarks, some read half, some read one third,
and some almost

nished.

After packing the things in her suitcase, she went to take a bath and came out to see the screen of her mobile
phone on

the bed ashing faint light.

She walked slowly to the bed, bent down and picked up her mobile phone. After unlocking the lock screen,
she saw someone

send her several messages.

1587: Nikita, someone is following you.

1587: Since you left Syracuse Village, you have been followed all the way.

1587: I checked it for you. It’s from the Lamberts in the N City.

1587: How did you provoke the Lamberts?

Nikita twisted her eyebrows.

People from Lamberts in the N City are following her? And they have followed her all the way since she left
Syracuse

Village?

But she can’t remember what she had done with those people.

Nikita directly called.

It rang, and was picked up over there.

“Naughty girl, have you seen all the messages I sent you?” A man’s voice sounded in the mobile phone,
magnetic, low,

with a bit of (hook.) “When did you start dealing things with the Lamberts?”

Nikita frowned, wiped her hair with a towel, and said: “I have never dealt with the

Lamberts…”

The Lamberts were the top powerful family in Z country.
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